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Abstract. Datasets are used in various applications assisting in per-
forming reasoning and grouping actions on available data (e.g., cluster-
ing, classification, recommendations). Such sources of information may
contain aspects relevant to context. In order to use to the fullest this con-
text and draw useful conclusions, it is vital to have intelligent techniques
that understand which portions of the dataset are relevant to context and
what kind of context they represent. In this work we address the above
issue by proposing a context extraction technique from existing datasets.
We present a process that maps the given data of a dataset to a spe-
cific context concept. The prototype of our work is evaluated through an
initial collection of datasets collected from various online sources.
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1 Introduction

Context-awareness is an area that has gained tremendous interest from the
research community in the latest years targeting in many cases pervasive
and mobile computing systems. Adaptive, personalized services that take into
account location as well as other user-related data predicate the existence of well-
formed information with respect to users environment, referred to as contextual
information or context. Although context is in many cases mapped to location
information many definitions of context that include its different aspects apart
from location, such as weather conditions, user profile information, device and
netwotk connectivity, can be found in the literature [8,20]. However, the most
popular definition is given by Dey and Abowd [1]: Context is any information
that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person,
place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and
an application, including the user and applications themselves. The techniques
that enable the exploitation of contextual information are generally known as
context-handling techniques, while the use of context to provide relevant infor-
mation and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the users task,
is known as context-awareness.

Various applications, where context is utilized for various purposes, can
be found and these are mainly mobile applications and the recently emerged
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Context-Aware Recommender Systems (CARS) that utilize context-information
to provide better recommendations to end-users [4]. Context plays also a vital
role in mobile context-aware applications for users on-the-move, where user sur-
roundings and current activities are used for offering a personalized experience
to users [16].

In order to be able to utilize effectively the available context information
for given applications, context identification is necessary. in the framework of
this work we define context identification as the process of identifying which
information constitutes context information and which not. This process should
also include more information on the kind of context addressed, i.e., one should
also indicate whether specific context information refers to location data, data
connected to the user, data connected to hardware devices used, etc.

In this work we address the above by introducing a process that assists in
making sense of context data hidden in given datasets. Specifically, we propose
a context extraction technique from an existing dataset as input source. We
present a process that classifies the existing information in a given dataset as a
specific context concept. The context concepts are based on a context taxonomy
that we introduce for this purpose, although any context model can be used
instead [6]. The prototype of our work is evaluated through an initial set of
datasets containing various files that we have collected from online sources and
research works, such as the one used in the multi-agent system for the care of
elderly people living at home on their own [13]. This evaluation serves as proof-
of-concept for the usefulness and the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

To the best of our knowledge, context extraction from datasets is a process
that has not been adequately studied before. We are currently handling this
task in the following way: appropriate string comparisons are performed on the
dataset feature names with a context taxonomy as a reference, arguing in this
manner whether a particular feature could be used as a context element by a
context-aware application or not. At a second phase, a similar process is followed
for the feature values, but in this case concepts with a wider sense are compared
against the feature values using a lexical database that contains information on
such relations between words. Although our approach is simple, we argue that
it can serve as a first step towards context information extraction from datasets
that can potentially enhance context-aware applications, such as Context-Aware
Recommender Systems in incorporating the extracted context in their recom-
mendation method. Identifying which information constitutes context can be a
useful asset for making better use of the available data.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the area of
context modeling in recommeder systems giving at the same time a brief overview
of related work on context modeling and identification. Section 3 presents our
main contribution and the extraction steps proposed along with implementation
details. Section 4 is dedicated to the presentation of the evaluation of our work
using online datasets and to a discussion on the obtained results. Finally, Sect. 5
concludes the paper.
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2 Motivation and Related Work

Recommender systems use a variety of filtering techniques and recommendation
methods to provide personalized recommendations to their users. The informa-
tion used is mostly retrieved from the user profile, from user’s usage history, as
well as from item-related information. However, these traditional recommender
systems use limited or none contextual information to produce recommenda-
tions. Instead, they only focus on two dimensions: the user and the items (also
called two-dimensional recommenders: Users and Items are used in order to pro-
duce Ratings), excluding other contextual data that could be used in the recom-
mendation process, such as the day/time, with whom the user is with, weather
conditions, etc. A typical dataset of such recommender systems includes infor-
mation on the user (user ID), information on the item (item ID, item features,
item price, availability, etc.) and ratings of users on items. Datasets that do not
include context information are known to be two dimensional.

On the contrary, Context-Aware Recommender Systems focus on using con-
textual information to enhance recommendations combining Users, Items and
Context to construct Ratings [3,4]. The goal is to enhance their datasets with
context information so that CARS produce better, enhanced and more per-
sonalized recommendations. Context information was first utilized into the rec-
ommendation process by Adomavicius et al. by proposing three approaches:
the Pre-filtering approach, the Post-filtering approach and the Multidimensional
Contextual Modeling approach [3].

Based on the research work of Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [4], context can be
used in two ways for producing recommendations, i) the Recommendation via
Context-Driven querying and search, where systems use contextual information
from the environment (e.g., location), the user (user profile) and the system
to retrieve the most relevant items to recommend (ubiquitous and location-
based systems such as systems that recommend restaurants and POIs (Points
of Interest) in the user’s proximity), and ii) the Recommendation via Contextual
preference elicitation and estimation [2], where systems focus on modeling user
preferences by using various methods, e.g., observing the user while interacting
with a system or by receiving appropriate feedback from the user regarding the
recommendations. In this paper we are dealing with the second method of incor-
porating the context for producing recommendations, which is used by Context-
Aware Recommender Systems. CARS do not use two-dimensional datasets as
with traditional recommenders; rather they face the challenge of utilizing multi-
dimensional, context enriched datasets that include additional contextual dimen-
sions besides ‘users’ and ‘items [2]. For more information on the two ways for
producing recommendations the reader may refer to previous works [2,3].

Based on the above, we argue that including and recognizing possible con-
text elements in a given dataset to be later utilized in the recommendation
process in order to produce multidimensional, context-aware recommendations
by Context-Aware Recommender Systems is a useful and important process.
Any Context-Aware Recommender System that uses datasets in combination
with sophisticated recommendation methods such as those met in traditional
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recommender systems to produce recommendations should be able to produce
better results in cases where the datasets used are enriched with context infor-
mation. The validity of the above statement is supported by the fact that
Adomavicius and Tuzhilin were the first to prove that using contextual informa-
tion in CARS (from context enriched datasets) indeed enhances the recommen-
dation process [2,3] incorporating. This observation is also validated and sup-
ported by numerous works in the CARS research literature [2,4,5,10,15,21,22].

Moreover, another class of systems to be benefited by context-enriched
datasets is the Ubiquitous Context-Aware Recommender Systems class (Ubi-
CARS) [18]. UbiCARS constitute a subset of Ubiquitous Recommender Systems
[18] and utilize both ways of using context mentioned above: Recommendation
via Context-Driven querying and search to enable the provision of recommen-
dations on location via mobile devices (e.g., identification of near-by products),
as well as Recommendation via Contextual preference elicitation and estimation
by using context-enriched (multidimensional) datasets and context-aware rec-
ommendation techniques and methods as CARS do. UbiCARS systems can be
used for in-situ products recommendations and will potentially be able to pro-
vide better recommendations than common Ubiquitous Recommender Systems,
since, besides utilizing the surrounding context as Ubiquitous Recommender Sys-
tems do, they also consider the multidimensional context enriched datasets (as
used by CARS) in their recommendation process.

Many other related works on context have addressed the issue of context
modeling with the main motivation of using context in specific applications.
Context modeling is relevant also in the framework of the current work, since
it can provide the structure for representing the extracted context information
[6]. Since we are focusing on CARS in this work, we are not presenting in detail
context modeling techniques from other domains.

3 The Context Extraction Process

3.1 Analysis Steps

The proposed context extraction process is shown in Fig. 1. The elements of a
given dataset are indicated as features with a given name and value using the
terminology of machine learning. The usual case is for the first row in a separate
dataset file to contain the feature names with the following rows containing the
records with specific values for each feature.

The context identification process is divided into two distinct phases that
operate on different level on the dataset files:

– Phase 1 - Feature names matcher : The feature matchmaking phase classifies
a specific feature in the dataset as either a context or non-context value. This
phase also specifies the context category the feature belongs to based on the
introduced context taxonomy (e.g., location, user, etc.).

– Phase 2 - Feature values matcher : Feature values are examined in this phase.
These values are also classified as context or non-context with an indication
of the context category.
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Fig. 1. The proposed context identification process.

The feature names (i.e., column names in the dataset files) correspond to
the main terms whose values are contained in the dataset. These names may
correspond to context-relevant elements. For the identification of such context
elements and for matching purposes different string matching algorithms can be
exploited. In our work the following string matching algorithms are used in the
first phase of feature name matching:

– The Jaro Winkler string distance calculation algorithm [9].
– Our WordNet distance similarity algorithm introduced in a previous work [14].

Wordnet is a lexical database that retrieves similar concepts to the input word
given [23]. The algorithm considers the type of connection between the exam-
ined terms. Connections of the type of same words (same), synonyms (syn),
meronyms (mer), hypernyms (hyper) and related terms (rel) are considered
in the following equation:

σ(nx, ny) = l × σsame(nx, ny) + p × σsyn(nx, ny) + q × σmer(nx, ny)

+ r × σhyper(nx, ny) + t × σrel(nx, ny)

The constants l, p, q, r and t express the importance of each similarity level
retrieved through Wordnet. At most one of the operands in the similarity
calculation will evaluate to 1.0. We have used the following values for each
weight: l=1.0, p=0.7, q=0.2, r=0.2, t=0.0. Using these values 1.0 is returned
only if the terms compared are exactly the same. If the terms are synonyms,
then a similarity score of 0.7 is assigned.

Other algorithms that could ba considered in phase 1 can be found in the
WordNet similarity algorithm from the xssm1 (XML Schema Similarity Map-
ping) library in Java that returns a score between terms using a preprocessed
WordNet and corpus data, and similarity based on n-grams [24].

Regarding the second phase of feature value matchmaking is performed on a
different level than the first phase. Instead of using string similarity algorithms,
1 https://code.google.com/p/xssm/.

https://code.google.com/p/xssm/
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the connection of terms in WordNet is exploited. Specifically, the hypernyms of a
given term are examined for potential matching to a specific term of the context
taxonomy. If an adequate hypernym is found for the feature values, then the
respective feature name is considered context-relevant. For instance, if different
city names (e.g., Athens, London, New York, Moscow) are indicated as feature
values, these can be matched to the same hypernym synset in WordNet town
giving an indication of a feature representing location information. Since hyper-
nyms can reach terms in different levels, e.g., in WordNet town is a hypernym
of Athens and municipality is a hypernym of town; hence, municipality is con-
nected with Athens through 2 levels, we have selected an appropriate value for
level. Based on the conducted experiments, 2 was chosen as a plausible value.

Note that this second phase considers only the first 100 entries in the dataset
file. Since many datasets contain huge numbers of entries (100,000 or more), we
have observed that this is an appropriate number of entries for drawing useful
conclusions. Examining more rows would only add to the processing time without
improving the results of the process.

Conclusions for the final characterization of a term as context-relevant or
not are drawn by combining the results of the two distinct phases. Specifically,
in the first phase a matching is considered succesful if the similarity algorithm
returns a value higher than 0.8, whereas in the second phase this is considered
for cases, where an exact hypernym of level 2 (or lower) is found. However, the
significance of each phase is not the same. Phase 2 provides less accuracy, since
as we observed in many dataset files only number indications are given in feature
values (e.g., user or item ID numbers, year expressed in a number etc.). These
cannot assist in drawing conclusions on the meaning of the values and in such
cases (i.e., feature values in numeric format) phase 2 is not applied on the dataset
files. Also in cases, where features values are in text format, the results of phase
1 are considered more relevant for the final results using the following weights:

σ(nx, ny) = 0.8 × σphase1(nx, ny) + 0.2 × σphase2(nx, ny)

Note also that important information can be found in the README files of
the dataset descriptions. These are, however, not considered in the current state
of our work due to the large heterogeneity of such files.

3.2 Context Model

As aforementioned a variety of context models tailored to specific domains can
be found in the literature [6]. The context categorization employed in the cur-
rent work has resulted from our study conducted on the state-of-the-art on
context-aware systems including context-aware ubiquitous and location-aware
systems, as well as context-aware recommender systems. This context catego-
rization includes the most important context elements we have retrieved during
our research. For the resulting context model captured in a taxonomy of 3 levels
(main context category, subcategories, and subcategory items) in Table 1 we have
used the system database from our previous work [17], as well as related litera-
ture on context models [2,4,5,10,15,21,22]. The system database of the CARS
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Table 1. Context taxonomy introduced.

Context category Context subcategory Context terms in subcategory

User Profile Name, age, gender, companion, marital
status, children, research interest,
social role, expertise, goal, experience,
employment status, education
preferences, contacts, payment info

Activity People nearby

Environment Weather Temperature, humidity, Celsius,
Fahrenheit, rain possibility

Other Season, lighting, noise level, traffic
conditions

Time Date, year, month, day, hours, minutes,
seconds, timestamp, timezone

Location Address Street, road, city, town, municipality,
prefecture, country, post code

GPS GPS coordinates, Latitude, longitude

System Battery level, computing platform,
bandwidth, network connectivity,
communication cost, nearby resources

Context Modeling System [17] includes context models presented and used by
research works in the field of context-aware recommender systems, as well as
context models built by developers and experts on context-aware development
at the university premises.

Please note that our aim was to build a context categorization that would
be generic enough to facilitate a wide range of context-aware applications, and
that our system is developed so that it can use other context categorizations as
well, provided that these are given in the appropriate format.

3.3 Implementation Tools

The proposed context extraction process has been implemented in Java with the
assistance of different libraries: e.g., Apache Commond CSV2 for the parsing of
the CSV files and the JWNL3 Java WordNet Library. Appropriate implemena-
tions of the aforementioned string matching algorithms in Java were also used.

4 Evaluation and Discussion

4.1 Testing Set and Experiments

We have collected a number of datasets from various web sources. Each dataset
is composed of one or more CSV files, whereas README files with more
2 https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-csv//.
3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/jwordnet/.

https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-csv//
http://sourceforge.net/projects/jwordnet/
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Table 2. Datasets employed in the evaluation.

Dataset # Application use Number Source Number of

of dataset context

files features

1 Activity Recognition in Home Setting 4 [19] 1

2 Activity Book recommendations 3 [28] 3

3 Travel recommendations 1 [27] 5

4 Social networks: Facebook 1 onlinea 3

5 Social networks: Delicious 7 [7] 17

6 Social networks: last.fm 6 [7] 9

7 Social networks: MovieLens 12 [7] 24

8 Microblog spamming detection 4 onlineb 8

9 Wireless sensor network 4 [25] 8

10 Climate data 1 [12] 3

11 Texting zone locations 1 onlinec 6
ahttps://github.com/ManuelB/facebook-recommender-demo/blob/master/src/
main/resources/DemoFriendsLikes.csv
bhttps://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/microblogPCU
chttps://catalog.data.gov/dataset/texting-zone-locations

information on the dataset use are provided in some cases. Note that, as afore-
mentioned, although these README files may contain useful information for
the dataset, they are neglected in the current prototype implementation of the
context extraction tool due to their diversity and use of free text language that
renders uniform processing impossible.

The datasets and their domains are depicted in Table 2. Note that the major-
ity of files in the datasets contains headers with the feature names used. For cases,
where these headers were missing, they were added by our context extractor in
order to facilitate the processing phases. All datasets used are available from
previous works or can be found online as indicated in the table.

4.2 Main Results and Discussion

In order to measure the results of our approach we have used the following three
metrics from the information retrieval field [11,26]:

precision =
#correctMatchesReturned

#totalCorrectMatches

recall =
#correctMatchesReturned

#totalMatchesReturned

f − measure =
2 × precision × recall

precision + recall

https://github.com/ManuelB/facebook-recommender-demo/blob/master/src/main/resources/DemoFriendsLikes.csv
https://github.com/ManuelB/facebook-recommender-demo/blob/master/src/main/resources/DemoFriendsLikes.csv
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/microblogPCU
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/texting-zone-locations
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Some feature names and some terms in the context categories consist of
more than one words. For those cases each word is examined independently for
matching. If a match for any of the words is found, then the feature name or
the context term respectively is considered a match as a whole. Further study
of the consideration of n-grams instead of unigrams could improve the matching
results.

Note that a returned match is considered correct, if the correct context cate-
gory is also indicated. If only the characterizaton as context is correct, then the
result is not considered correct. We have measured the above for the following
cases: Consideration only of Phase 1 results, and Consideration of results from
both Phases. For each of the above cases the two aforementioned string similar-
ity algorithms were employed for the first phase (i.e., Jaro Winkler distance, our
custom WordNet distance similarity algorithm).

An example of values returned for the third examined dataset of Travel recom-
mendations consisting of data from TripAdvisor is shown in Table 3.The results
were the same for both examined algorithms and the second phase would not
add any additional information on the existing observations: using the WordNet
hypernyms only hotel city feature values were recognized as relevant to location.
This feature contained values of cities in the United States, such as Houston, Los
Angeles, Oklahoma City and Boston. This is a case of good context extraction,
where all relevant terms have been tagged as context-relevant but only one term
has been placed in a wrong category (i.e., user timezone has been placed under
user instead of time). Note that the terms in parenthesis in the table correspond
to the context category, if it exists.

The summary of results with average precision, recall and f-measure values
for all datasets in the testing set are depicted in Fig. 2. These initial results
indicate that the proposed approach assists in making sense of context data that
may be included in the features of the dataset files. Recall and precision values
reach 0.9 in many cases. Overall phase 2 does not improve the accuracy of the
results, due to the rare cases of encountering feature values in text format. For
this reason, we have also selected a small weight for the similarity score of phase
2. Concerning the accuracy of phase 1 better results are observed for the Jaro

Table 3. Context identification results for the Travel recommendations dataset.

Algorithm Terms matched # of terms Context terms Precision Recall

as context by matched as in dataset

our approach as context

correctly

Jaro-Wrinkler user(:user), 4 user(:user), 0.8 0.8

(Ph1,1+2), user state(:user), user state(:user),

our WordNet user timezone(:user), user timezone(:time),

(Ph11+2) hotel city(:location), hotel city(:location),

hotel timezone(:time) hotel timezone(:time)
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Fig. 2. Main evaluation results.

Winkler similarity algorithm that provides a higher number of terms macthed
as context-relevant in comparison to the dedicated WordNet algorithm.

In general, the accuracy of the results is high, but even higher values could
have been achieved. This is attributed mainly to the choice of names given to
the features of datasets and also to errors in the spelling of the features names
given by the dataset creators (e.g., temperature is spelled as tepmrature in the
Wireless sensor network dataset). Since no common terminology exists, dataset
creators are using terms that best suit their needs without conforming to any
guidelines. A similar problem appears with the use of abbreviations (e.g., for
state names of the United States). The utilization of the README file might
assist in improving the matching results alleviating the above problems, as well
as stemming or stopword removal preprocessing actions that were not employed
in the framework of our work.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented our work on context information identification
from dataset files. We have defined a process of two phases for matching fea-
tures in the datasets with context elements from a given context taxonomy. This
extraction process can be a useful tool for context-aware application development
and context-aware recommender systems, since it can point out context elements
from huge amounts of data. We have also performed an initial evaluation of our
process using a number of datasets from different application domains.

As future work we would like to utilize the results of our process for assisting
software engineers in the creation of context-aware applications. We intend to
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focus this effort on the improvement of context-aware recommenders by suggest-
ing the most appropriate context fields that can be used to improve the results
of recommenders.
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